Fictinal

Violence Everywhere

Hey you what's the matter, Latley you been looking down, is this someone getting to you

Violence is a problem everywhere yea everywhere it is in school the streets and even in the classroom in homes with boyfriend and girlfriends there violence everywhere

There is violence in your community like gangs they kill robb kiddnap steal and even sell drugs if you see them doing one of this things they will kill you yea kill you cant get out of the gang or they will kill you and your family they'll go to jail but they will never forget

Violence at home can get very scary. There not normail fight with sibiling they hit, punch, scrash and go beyond but they pass the line if you break an arm

At school bullying is a problem kids comite suide for getting teased bullies dont take it derious until they see what they dont

Now fight between girlfriend and boyfriend are unusual but they change who they are just to please on another it get really nasty when they start swearing

Now kids if you see one of this thing what are gonna do tell the teacher yea tell the teacher tell the teacher tell the teacher tell the teacher tell the teacher